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Sharing and exhibiting oral histories: at the example of permanent exhibitions at

national and history museums

During last couple decades oral history has made its way into permanent exhibitions of

many museums worldwide. Oral histories at the museum displays are intending to

share individual stories in more collective framework. Sharing personal moments and

experiences is adding more emotional and personal viewpoint to past (collective and

shared) events. In my paper I would like to analyze the use of oral history at the

contemporary museums, how the 20th century experiences are mediated through oral

history? Which topics are highlighted, and which silenced? How has been the

collecting practice of oral histories of the museums? Are the oral histories collected for

the exhibitions or for other purposes? I will eloborate also the practices of editing and

selecting the personal stories by curators and other professionals. I also want to show,

which technical solutions are preferred, either aural or video testimonies are used.

The main focus of this paper is on the new permanent exhibition of Estonian National

Museum, namely, at the part of the exhibition called Paralleelilmad/ Parallel worlds,

which concentrates on the period of 1939-1989. Hereby besides traumatical events of

20th century, the everyday experiences hof Cold War have braught into focus. But also

examples of other museums are will be used, like from the new exhibition of Estonian

Museum of Occupations and Freedom (under construction) and from Immigration

Museum of State of São Paulo, Brazil.
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Voices of the Finnish Civil War

The Commission of Finnish Labour Tradition, founded in 1960, operates within the

Finnish Labour Archives by collecting and preserving oral history and memoirs. This

collection of reminiscences offers an insight into labour tradition and everyday life of

individuals. In the beginning, one of the aims was to record memories of the Reds

defeated in the Finnish Civil War of 1918. This resulted to the Civil War theme collection,

a unique description of the ones fighting on the losing side. Researchers have used this

collection widely, but only in written form. Most of the interview tapes are transcribed.

To bring alive the voices behind the transcribed narratives, our goal now is to catalog

the original, digitized interview tapes. As a result, the Civil War audio collection will be

available to researchers and partly to broader audience. However, there are both legal

and ethical restrictions affecting its publicity and usage.

In this presentation we introduce this ongoing project with the Civil War collection, and

overview the issues concerning the publicity of the audio interviews, such as the

upcoming, controversial EU General Data Protection Regulation, and the interviewers'

copyrights. Since no one could foresee the possibilities offered by today's technology at

the time the interviews were held, the contracts between the interviewers and the

commission did not imply publication of the tapes.

Even though the interviewees are passed away, the topic might feel stigmatizing to

their offspring, let alone to the ones whose (full) names are mentioned on the tapes.

The difficult question is how to combine the interviewees' rights to get their stories

heard with the moral and legal obligation to be considerate to the persons involved.

What criteria should we use when making these decisions?
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Rememebred and dis-remembered; the Dublin Tenement Museum

Oral histories which recall life in Dublin's tenements are central to the newly opened

Tenement Museum Dublin. In September 2015 Dublin City Council, working with the

National Folklore Foundation, began the Urban Memories and Tenement Experiences

oral history project. Memories of people who lived in tenements on Henrietta Street

and elsewhere in Dublin were recorded. The project included reminiscence evenings,

formal and informal interviews and Remembering the Tenements open days. The

interviews gathered have guided the design of conservation works in the former

tenement and are central to the museum exhibition which opened in August 2017. The

recorded oral histories have a designated output on one of the more fetishised streets

in Dublin; a street which holds memories and an identity of its own. Perceptions of this

imagined community had an impact that affected each and every interview recorded.

Examining the collected narratives of what is remembered, disremembered or perhaps

excluded, created a number of research conundrums around the museum's curation. In

particular, perceptions of poverty and how socio-economic conditions were expressed

varied greatly from interview to interview. To allow a platform of contested histories the

need for a repository of many voices is essential. The necessity to continue the

collection of oral histories following the opening of the museum has come to the fore.

The innovative partnership between a local community, a local government agency

and members of the academic community created a space which presents the personal

narrative with authenticity.
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Promoting Your Archived Oral Histories : How to Highlight the Hidden Gems in

Your Collections

Oral historians, librarians, and archivists are all tasked with the three Ps : Preserve,

protect, and promote. However, what happens when the oral histories in your

collection are preserved and protected, but lack being promoted?

Many oral history institutions are faced with the challenge of promoting and marketing

their oral history collections to the public. Although oral histories are usually geared

toward academia, there are ways to garner interest and use from the general public.

This PowerPoint presentation will explore different ways to increase the exposure and

use of oral history collections by (1) researching the stories behind the stories in the

collections�what is the significance of who is telling the story and what was being told,

and what was the impact on our community today; (2) collaborating with departments

and institutions with similar interests yet differing resources, and (3) using holidays,

themes, and events–such as International Women's Day, Jazz Appreciation Month (US),

or the anniversary of World War II–as a platform for to promote stories in the collections.

Not only could these methods help boost use and exposure of oral history collections,

they could also lead to additional oral histories being conducted or accessioned to your

collections in the future.

Adrienne Cain worked as the oral history and media librarian for Houston Public Library

in Houston, TX for four years. During that time, she was tasked with curating and

creating content for a collection of over 1500 oral histories. She is now the Assistant

Director of the Institute for Oral History at Baylor University where she continues her

passion for promoting ways to use and conduct oral histories with internal and external

partners ranging from Baylor students and faculty to community groups, school

districts, and higher-education institutions.
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19th century field documents in the archives – oral history before oral history?

In Finland we have this unusual form of oral history: "written oral history", texts elicited

by archives and other agents for collecting life historical, folkloristic or ethnographic

information about people's lives, life-worlds and lifeforms. The subject of collecting has

been mostly rural population, with reading and writing skills. This kind of elicited life

writing took place already in the 19th century, but the peak for this kind of written oral

history took place in 1960's and after that.

In my paper I'm going to search for different kind of written oral history: documents of

life made before any other recording technology than pen and paper. 19th century field

workers were documenting language (studies of vernacular speech and Fenno-Ugric

studies of linguistic relatives to Finnish language), folklore (to prove authenticity of

Kalevala or to document ancient forms of language) or ethnography (to document old

ways of life, rural economies). What was the place of oral or life historical questions in

these documentary projects? In my paper I will be dealing with the personal

documents of earliest field workers to Russia, A.J. Sjögren and M. Castrén. Did they have

a special category for oral or life historical informations in their documentation scheme?
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